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Abstract
In the summer of 2015, a wave of solidarity washed across the European continent as 1.3 million refugees arrived. While many recent studies have explored how ‘ordinary’ men and women, NGOs and governments momentarily reacted to the arrival of refugees, this issue examines whether the arrival of refugees and the subsequent rise of civil support initiatives has also resulted in more structural cultural and political changes. The contributions assembled in this issue all delve into the enduring implications of Europe’s ‘long summer of migration’. They address four sites of change: the dynamics between civil and state actors involved in refugee protection; the gradual politicisation of individual volunteers and organisations; the reproduction of pre-existing cultural imaginaries; and the potential of cities to foster new forms of solidarity.
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1. Introduction
When Europe experienced the ‘long summer of migration’ in 2015 (Hess et al., 2016), its governments seemed neither ready nor prepared. In the absence of adequate protection organised by the state, citizens and NGOs stepped in and provided stop-gap help to the newly arriving refugees. Since then, numerous studies have appeared on the rise of civil solidarity in the wake of Europe’s ‘long summer of migration’ (e.g., della Porta, 2018; Feischmidt, Pries & Cantat, 2019; Sutter & Youkhana, 2017). Yet few have detailed its enduring effects on civil solidarity, cultural imaginaries and political structures. Rephrasing Sydney Tarrow’s (2005) metaphor, this thematic issue explores whether the recent upsurge of solidarity has merely been a wave, forcefully hitting the beach before vanishing back into the sea, or if it has actually changed the structure of the shoreline.

2. Contributions
The articles assembled here address four sites of change: the dynamics between civil and state actors involved in refugee protection; the gradual politicisation of individual volunteers and organisations; the reproduction of pre-existing cultural imaginaries; and the potential of cities to foster new forms of solidarity. These contributions adopt a wide range of methodological and theoretical approaches and include case studies from across Europe. Despite their differences, most share a focus on the impact of civil initiatives and NGOs on the relations between established and outsiders.

The first six articles examine whether and how the rise of new volunteering initiatives have altered the relation between civil and state actors. Two general trends emerge, which largely corroborate earlier findings. On the one hand, some civil initiatives have been (partly)
co-opted by state actors to complement their policies. While this process of institutionalisation has led to gradual adaptations and policy changes in some cases, it also harbours the risk of making it easier for governments to neglect their responsibilities (van Dyk & Misbach, 2016; Vandevoordt & Verschraegen, 2019). By invisibilising the harshest consequences of “organised non-responsibility” (Pries, 2018), civil initiatives may help to safeguard governments from moral criticism and indirectly weaken political support for more stringent action. On the other hand, however, offering civil support to refugees can create a powerful political momentum (Feischmidt & Zakarias, 2019; Vandevoordt, in press). Especially in contexts where governments have put in place more restrictive migration policies designed to deter immigration, civil actors have entered in conflict-ridden, highly politicised relations with the state.

In their contribution to this issue, Larruina, Boersma and Ponzoni (2019) note that the work of civil actors has brought about a reconsideration of the challenges of receiving refugees. Based on qualitative research with Dutch organizations working with refugee reception and integration, they observe a shift in the broader organizational ecology of Dutch refugee reception. While the system of refugee reception before the asylum crisis was mostly dominated by governmental organizations, the crisis enabled a broader participation of civil society organizations, as well new volunteering initiatives by citizens. It also created more space for active participation of refugees themselves. This change occurred mainly because of a focus on local rather than central government initiatives and because stakeholders sought to network, collaborate, and share best practices.

Fleischmann (2019) also highlights how the long summer of migration reordered the relationships between governmental actors and civil society active in the reception of asylum seekers. Based on ethnographic work in Germany, she shows how representatives from local to regional authorities emphasized the value and significance of citizen commitment, but also introduced numerous programmes and efforts seeking to order and influence volunteering with refugees. These manifold interventions, Fleischmann suggests, led to the institutionalization of ‘civil society’ vis-à-vis ‘the state’, making committed citizens complicit in the governance of asylum seekers. She warns however for too quick and simple evaluations: while the governmental appreciation of volunteers may have led to increased control it also opened up new avenues for forms of civic solidarity with refugees.

Haselbacher (2019) notices as well that local civic engagement can induce change and transformation but is also riddled with ambivalence. In her contribution she examines how the opening of new refugee accommodation centres in small and predominantly rural municipalities in Austria, has encouraged citizens and local policy makers to get active and establish local support initiatives. Such local civic engagements contrast the more restrictive national paradigms and can counteract hostile activism demanding the exclusion of asylum seekers and questioning the existence of the asylum centre. Yet, as most local solidarity claims are interwoven with exclusionary narratives on integration, deservingness and performance, they leave dominant subject categories unchallenged. In their analysis of a large popular education program directed to adult asylum seekers in Sweden, Mešić, Dahlstedt, Fejes and Nyström (2019) focus on organized civil society—in this case study associations and folk high schools—and how they mobilized their resources and connections to promote the social inclusion of refugees in Sweden.

Two other articles focus primarily on different factors shaping the relation between civil and state actors. Drawing on findings from qualitative research carried out with refugee-supporting organisations in three different locations in Wales, Guma, Woods, Yarker and Anderson’s (2019) article analyses the intensity and variation of civil society response in each of these localities, reinforcing or altering existing place-frames and contexts. Vandevoordt (2019a) highlights the importance of local circumstances for understanding the evolution of volunteering and civil society support for refugees. By comparing two civil initiatives in different regions in Belgium, he shows how the political environment in which these initiatives emerged, and the social backgrounds of their leading members shaped their strategies for inducing cultural and political change, and their ability to institutionalise themselves. In the case of Flanders, long-term neo-liberalisation of integration and state-civil society relations both created an opportunity to mobilise and closed the possibility of cooperative inclusion. In Brussels, by contrast, the super-diverse composition of the city, its constant re-emergence as a site of crisis and the availability of multi-level opportunity structures allowed its largest citizen initiative to grow into a powerful political actor.

The second set of articles explores changes on a different level: the de/politicisation of individual volunteers and organisational practices. On the one hand, several authors reaffirm what others have suggested earlier (Fleischmann & Steinhilper, 2017): as ‘ordinary’ citizens become personally involved with refugees, they become more aware of the social and political causes to refugees’ daily struggles and, in some cases, they take social and political action accordingly. On the other hand, these personal engagements also tend to reproduce race- and gender-infused power asymmetries between those that help and those that are being helped (Braun, 2017).

Drawing on Austrian and German case studies respectively, Schmid (2019) and Stock (2019) show how female volunteers engage in a feminist ethics of care which opens up alternative ways of thinking about difference and the politics of integration. Drawing on case studies from 4 different municipalities in Germany, Schmid describes how her volunteers gradually adapted their views on diversity and cultural difference. Some of the volunteers consciously showed their support to
refugees in public, trying to convey to their environment that refugees should not be seen as a threat. Similarly, Stock conducted qualitative interviews with refugees and volunteers participating in a buddy-scheme in Austria. She found that these buddy-relations sometimes reinforced exclusionary perspectives on who ‘deserves’ to be helped and who does not. Volunteers were able to partly overcome these differences, however, through practices of ‘kinning’: by considering each other as kind, on familial terms, through an ethics of care. While this reproduced inequalities, it also resulted in volunteers’ unconditional intention to ‘stand with’ migrants vis-à-vis migration policies. In addition, volunteers became more aware and often more critical towards migration policies, and for the first time joined manifestations and other collective actions.

Drawing on an ethnographic case study in the hub in the Milan-central train station, Sinatti (2019) arrives at a similar conclusion. Situating her argument within critical humanitarian studies, she acknowledges humanitarians’ tendencies to de-politicise suffering and reduce those in need to instances of bare life, robbed of social and political subjectivity. Through direct contact with refugees, however, Sinatti argues that volunteers obtain more insights into the daily lives and aspirations of migrants, which raises their awareness and leads them to identify as activists, rather than volunteers. By doing so, they engage in a ‘politics of life’ which aspires to an alternative, more inclusive social order.

In his analysis of the Austrian ‘Godparenthood’ mentoring programme for unaccompanied minors, Raithelhuber (2019) also notices a growing political awareness of participating volunteers, as well as more chances for young refugees through the support they acquire. Yet, at the same time the Austrian mentoring scheme does not turn around existing discriminatory policies, as it confirms the exclusion criteria established by the state and hence reproduces the differential inclusion of refugees. Schmid, Evers and Mildenberger (2019) point to a similar co-existence of politicizing and depoliticizing processes in their study of local support movement of newcomers and refugees in Heidelberg, Germany. Whilst volunteers and activists take positions in the country-wide controversial political debates on refugees, their practical local action is often restricted to helping out refugees.

Thirdly, a couple of contributions highlight how the asylum crisis reproduces pre-existing cultural imaginaries. Vieten and Murphy (2019) analyse how Northern Ireland’s legacy of conflict and sectarianism frames the imagination of newcomers and the experiences of asylum seekers and refugees. Wallaschek (2019) takes on the question of how refugee solidarity is framed in two German and two Irish qualitative newspapers. Drawing on discourse network methods he concludes that pro-solidarity is a common frame, but is conceived of very differently by the different actors in both countries. Wallaschek’s analysis hence demonstrates how partisan journalism—the political orientation of media outlets influencing their coverage of public debates—has persisted during Europe’s asylum crisis.

A fourth set of contributions explore cities’ potential to foster new forms of solidarity. These contributions build on a growing literature documenting the rise of sanctuary cities in North-America and solidity cities in Europe (Bauder & Gonzalez, 2018) or conceptualising cities as common spaces where new political subjectivities can be formed.

Agustín and Jørgensen (2019) argue that national policies are often more exclusionary towards immigrants, whereas municipalities—especially those of super-diverse metropolises—are confronted with the human consequences of these policies and hence favour more inclusive, pragmatic strategies. Agustín and Jørgensen explore the specific case of Barcelona as an example of institutional solidarity, where citizen and municipal governments join arms in advocating for more inclusive migration policies vis-à-vis the national Spanish government. In addition, Barcelona has been at the forefront of setting up European networks of solidarity cities. Drawing on expert interviews and document analysis, Heimann, Müller, Schammann and Stürner (2019) conceptualise these intercity networks as transmunicipal solidarity, which they distinguish from traditional forms of solidarity. They document how cities like Barcelona, Naples, Bonn and Cologne are connected through networks such as Eurocities, Integration cities and Solidarity Cities. Through these non-hierarchical, polycentric networks, they pressure national governments, lobby the EU and stimulate mutual capacity-building.

Yet cities can also serve as common spaces where refugees and activists build new political subjectivities outside of institutional politics. In his case study of Thessaloniki, Tsavdaroglou (2019) describes how the closing of the Greek-Macedonian border and the policy of containing refugees in isolated, poorly equipped camps attracted a large group of international activists. Together with refugees, they set up direct democracy assemblies, established infrastructures of social support, squatted buildings and organised demonstrations. Drawing on notions of the right to the city, common space and autonomy of migration, Tsavdaroglou documents how they established the right to visibility, and used the city as a common space where transnational solidarities were forged. In this sense, bordering cities in particular seem to harbor potential for mobilising and reinforcing solidarity (cf. Bontemps, Makaremi, & Mazou, 2018; Vandevoorde, 2019a).

3. Conclusion

This thematic issue documents how the upsurge of refugee solidarity contains potential pathways to more pertinent change. First, there is the possibility of institutionalisation and changing policies from within, sometimes even changing the whole ecology of state and civil society. How this plays out ultimately depends on
favourable political opportunity structures on different governance levels, the social backgrounds of individual members and the networks between organisations. Yet, civil initiatives for refugees also harbour the risk of substituting government action and changing the nature of citizen engagement. Second, refugee solidarity has the potential of politicising individual volunteers, although it is not always capable to counteract the reproduction of race- and gender-infused power asymmetries. And third, cities harbour specific potential for fostering solidarity, both through institutional alliances and through grassroots’ claims of ‘the right to the city’.
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